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A TRIPLE COMPARISON BETWEEN ANTICIPATING
STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS IN FINANCIAL MODELING
JOAN C. BASTONS AND CARLOS ESCUDERO*

Abstract. We consider a simplified version of the problem of insider trading
in a financial market. We approach it by means of anticipating stochastic calculus and compare the use of the Hitsuda-Skorokhod, the Ayed-Kuo, and the
Russo-Vallois forward integrals within this context. Our results give some indication that, while the forward integral yields results with a suitable financial
meaning, the Hitsuda-Skorokhod and the Ayed-Kuo integrals do not provide
an appropriate formulation of this problem. Further results regarding the
use of the Ayed-Kuo integral in this context are also provided, including the
proof of the fact that the expectation of a Russo-Vallois solution is strictly
greater than that of an Ayed-Kuo solution. Finally, we conjecture the explicit solution of an Ayed-Kuo stochastic differential equation that possesses
discontinuous sample paths with finite probability.

1. Introduction
Stochastic differential equations of the sort
dx
= a(x, t) + b(x, t) ξ(t),
(1.1)
dt
where ξ(t) is a “white noise”, are ubiquitous mathematical models that arise in
different sciences [14]. As written, this model is intuitive but imprecise, and it may
become a real mathematical model only if a precise meaning of the white noise
process is given. Classically this has been done through the introduction of the
Itô integral and its corresponding stochastic differential equation
dx = a(x, t) dt + b(x, t) dBt ,

(1.2)

where Bt is a Brownian motion, or the Stratonovich integral
dx = a(x, t) dt + b(x, t) ◦ dBt ,

(1.3)

or a different stochastic integral that results from choosing a different evaluation point for the integrand [20]. The mathematical theory of existence, uniqueness, and regularity for the solutions to stochastic differential equations of Itô and
Stratonovich type has been built and its applications have been explored [17, 23].
One of the most evident differences between equations (1.2) and (1.3) is their
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diverse dynamical behavior, which may affect their stability properties [6], and
this has direct implications in their applications [14]. Therefore choosing an interpretation of noise is the key modeling procedure that takes (1.1) into one of
its precise versions such as (1.2) or (1.3). Being a crucial step in applications,
and given its model-dependent nature, this question has generated a vast literature [20]. While the discussion has been focused on stochastic integrals that
possess adapted integrands, there is nothing genuinely different between this case
and that of anticipating stochastic calculus. In this work we explore the role of
noise interpretation in the latter setting.
Anticipating stochastic calculus arises naturally in the study of financial markets
when privileged information is considered. Herein we consider two investment
possibilities, one risk-free asset, the bond:
dS0 = ρ S0 dt,
S0 (0) = M0 ,
and a risky asset, the stock:
dS1 = µ S1 dt + σ S1 dBt ,
S1 (0) = M1 ,
where M0 , M1 , ρ, µ, σ ∈ R+ :=]0, ∞[ have the following meaning:
• M0 is the initial wealth to be invested in the bond,
• M1 is the initial wealth to be invested in the stock,
• ρ is the interest rate of the bond,
• µ is the appreciation rate of the stock,
• σ is the volatility of the stock.
The total initial wealth is given by M = M0 + M1 and we employ the assumption
µ > ρ that expresses the higher expected return of the risky investment. We also
assume that the total initial wealth M is fixed and the investor freely chooses what
part of it is invested in each asset, that is, freely chooses the values of M0 and M1 .
Obviously, the total time-dependent wealth is
S (I) (t) = S0 (t) + S1 (t).
We will consider the dynamics restricted to the time interval [0, T ] where the future
time T > 0 is fixed. We can use Itô calculus to compute the expectation of the
total wealth at time T , which is
h
i
E S (I) (T ) = M0 eρT + M1 eµT .
The maximization of this expectation clearly leads to the choice
M0 = 0,

M1 = M,

which subsequently leads to the maximal expected wealth
h
i
E S (I) (T ) = M eµT .

(1.4)

This maximization problem can be considered as a simplified version of the Merton
portfolio optimization problem [21]. For instance, the present trader is assumed to
be risk-neutral rather than risk-averse. The mathematical simplification allows for
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the treatment of the generalization that will be discussed in the following section.
This strategy would be the one chosen by a risk-neutral honest trader. If the trader
were a dishonest insider with privileged information on the future price of the stock,
and if this information were used initially to take advantage of it, then the selected
strategy would be in general different from this one. The corresponding discussion
as well as the pitfalls to be encountered in the mathematical formulation of this
problem will be presented in the following section.
2. A Simplified Model of Insider Trading
Assume now that our trader is an insider who has some privileged information
on the future value of the stock. Specifically this insider knows at the initial time
t = 0 the value BT , and therefore the value S(T ), but however s/he does not fully
trust this information. To take advantage of this knowledge s/he uses a modulation
of this information in the initial condition. In particular we assume the strategy
dS1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 dBt


σBT − σ 2 T /2
,
S1 (0) = M 1 +
2(µ − ρ)T

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

and
dS0

= µ S0 dt
σ 2 T /2 − σBT
S0 (0) = M
.
2(µ − ρ)T

(2.2a)
(2.2b)

This strategy is linear in BT for analytical tractability but also as a way to introduce a certain degree of trust of the insider in the privileged information s/he
possesses. Precisely, the strategy imposes the same initial investment in the bond
and the stock if their values at time T are equal for a given common initial investment. Additionally, it imposes a null investment in the bond whenever the
realization of the Brownian motion yields the average result (1.4). Finally, note
that we allow negative values for the investments, which means the trader is allowed to borrow money.
The problem we have just described, as formulated in (2.1a)-(2.1b), is ill-posed.
While problem (2.2a)-(2.2b) can be regarded as an ordinary differential equation
subject to a random initial condition, the anticipating character of the initial condition (2.1b) makes the stochastic differential equation (2.1a) ill-defined in the
sense of Itô. Note however that this problem can be well-posed by changing the
notion of stochastic integration from that of Itô to a different one that admits
anticipating integrands. The following sections analyze three different choices,
the Hitsuda-Skorokhod, the Russo-Vallois, and the Ayed-Kuo stochastic integrals,
and compare the corresponding results. While any of these anticipating stochastic
integrals guarantees the well-posedness of the problem under study, the financial
consequences of each choice might be very different. At this moment it is important to remark that this sort of problem has been approached before through the
use of the Russo-Vallois forward integral [3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 19, 22]. On one hand,
the justification of such a choice has frequently been made based on technical arguments. On the other hand, a financial justification is given in [3] by means of
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a buy-and-hold strategy. This work presents a direct comparison of the financial
consequences of the use of each of these anticipating stochastic integrals. We anticipate that the forward integral is the only one among these that presents desirable
modeling properties, at least in our limited setting. We also note that the problem
of insider trading can be approached by means of different methods [16, 24], but
semimartingale approaches are less general than the use of anticipating stochastic
calculus [7].
3. The Hitsuda-Skorokhod Integral
The Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral is an anticipating stochastic integral that was
introduced by Hitsuda [12] and Skorokhod [26] by means of different methods.
The following definition makes use of the Wiener-Itô chaos expansion; background
on this topic can be found for instance in [7, 13].
Definition 3.1. Let X ∈ L2 ([0, T ] × Ω) be a square integrable stochastic process.
By the Wiener-Itô chaos expansion, X can be decomposed into an orthogonal
series
∞
X
X(t, ω) =
In (fn,t )
n=0

in L2 (Ω), where fn,t ∈ L2 ([0, T ]n ) are symmetric functions for all non-negative
integers n. Thus, we write
fn,t (t1 , . . . , tn ) = fn (t1 , . . . , tn , t),
which is a function defined on [0, T ]n+1 and symmetric with respect to the first n
variables. The symmetrization of fn (t1 , . . . , tn , tn+1 ) is given by
fˆn (t1 , . . . , tn+1 ) =
1
[fn (t1 , . . . , tn+1 ) + fn (tn+1 , t2 , . . . , t1 ) + . . . + fn (t1 , . . . , tn+1 , tn )] ,
n+1
because we only need to take into account the permutations which exchange the
last variable with any other one. Then, the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral of X is
defined by
Z T
∞
X
X(t, ω) δB(t) :=
In+1 (fˆn ),
0

n=0
2

provided that the series converges in L (Ω).
Following the notation in [7], for the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral we arrive at
the initial value problem
δS1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 δBt


σBT − σ 2 T /2
S1 (0) = M 1 +
,
2(µ − ρ)T

(3.1a)
(3.1b)

for a Hitsuda-Skorokhod stochastic differential equation. The existence and uniqueness theory for linear stochastic differential equations of Hitsuda-Skorokhod
type, which covers the present case, can be found in [5].
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We remind the reader that the total wealth of the insider is still given by
S (HS) (T ) = S0 (t) + S1 (t).
Theorem 3.2. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is




h
i
σ2
σ2
E S (HS) (T ) = M
eρT + 1 −
eµT ,
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)
for model (2.2a)-(2.2b) and (3.1a)-(3.1b).
Proof. Using Malliavin calculus techniques [7] it is possible to solve problem (3.1a)(3.1b) explicitly to find





σBT − σ 2 T /2
σ2
S1 (t) = M 1 +
 exp µ −
t + σBt ,
2(µ − ρ)T
2
where  denotes the Wick product [7]. Now, using the factorization property of
the expectation of a Wick product of random variables, we find for the expected
wealth at the terminal time:
h
i
E S (HS) (T ) = E[S0 (T )] + E[S1 (T )]


σ 2 T /2 − σBT ρT
e
= E M
2(µ − ρ)T
 




σBT − σ 2 T /2
σ2
+E M 1 +
 exp µ −
T + σBT
2(µ − ρ)T
2
2
σ T /2 − σ E(BT ) ρT
= M
e
2(µ − ρ)T
 
 



σBT − σ 2 T /2
σ2
+E M 1 +
E exp µ −
T + σBT
2(µ − ρ)T
2


2
2
σE(BT ) − σ T /2 µT
σ
eρT + M 1 +
e
= M
4(µ − ρ)
2(µ − ρ)T




σ2
σ2
ρT
µT
e + 1−
e
,
= M
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)
where we have also used that BT ∼ N (0, T ).



Corollary 3.3. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is strictly smaller than that of the honest trader, i. e.
h
i
h
i
E S (HS) (T ) < E S (I) (T ) .
4. The Russo-Vallois Integral
The Russo-Vallois forward integral was introduced in [25]. As well as the
Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral, it generalizes the Itô integral and allows to integrate
anticipating processes, but in general produces different results from the former [7].
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Definition 4.1. A stochastic process {ϕ(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} is forward integrable (in
the weak sense) over [0, T ] with respect to Brownian motion {B(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} if
there exists a stochastic process {I(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} such that

Z
t∈[0,T ]

t

ϕ(s)

sup
0

B(s + ε) − B(s)
ds − I(t) → 0,
ε

as ε → 0+ ,

in probability. In this case, I(t) is the forward integral of ϕ(t) with respect to B(t)
on [0, T ] and we denote

Z
I(t) :=

t

ϕ(s) d− B(s),

t ∈ [0, T ].

0

When the choice is the Russo-Vallois integral, we face the initial value problem

d− S1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 d− Bt


σBT − σ 2 T /2
S1 (0) = M 1 +
,
2(µ − ρ)T

(4.1a)
(4.1b)

for a forward stochastic differential equation. Again, this problem possesses a
unique solution [7].
Theorem 4.2. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is


h
i
(RV)
E S
(T ) = M




σ2
σ2
ρT
µT
e + 1+
e
,
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)

for model (2.2a)-(2.2b) and (4.1a)-(4.1b).
Proof. The Russo-Vallois integral preserves Itô calculus [7] so using this classical
stochastic calculus it is possible to solve problem (4.1a)-(4.1b) explicitly to find






σBT − σ 2 T /2
σ2
S1 (t) = M 1 +
exp µ −
t + σBt .
2(µ − ρ)T
2
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For the expected wealth at the terminal time we find:
h
i
E S (RV) (T ) = E[S0 (T )] + E[S1 (T )]


σ 2 T /2 − σBT ρT
= E M
e
2(µ − ρ)T




 
σ2
σBT − σ 2 T /2
exp µ −
T + σBT
+E M 1 +
2(µ − ρ)T
2
σ 2 T /2 − σ E(BT ) ρT
= M
e
2(µ − ρ)T




σ2
σ
E BT exp µ −
T + σBT
+M
2(µ − ρ)T
2

 



2
σ
σ2
+M 1 −
E exp µ −
T + σBT
4(µ − ρ)
2
2
σ
eρT
= M
4(µ − ρ)
σ2
+M
eµT
2(µ − ρ)


σ2
eµT
+M 1 −
4(µ − ρ)




σ2
σ2
ρT
µT
e + 1+
e
,
= M
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)
where we have used that BT ∼ N (0, T ).



Corollary 4.3. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is strictly larger than that of the honest trader, i. e.
h
i
h
i
E S (RV) (T ) > E S (I) (T ) .
5. The Ayed-Kuo Integral
The Ayed-Kuo integral was introduced in [1, 2] and, as the two previous theories,
generalizes the Itô integral to anticipating integrands. Let us now consider a
Brownian motion {Bt , t ≥ 0} and a filtration {Ft , t ≥ 0} such that:
(i) For all t ≥ 0, Bt is Ft -measurable,
(ii) for all 0 ≤ s < t, Bt − Bs is independent of Fs .
We also recall the notion of instantly independent stochastic process introduced
in [1].
Definition 5.1. A stochastic process {ϕ(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} is instantly independent
with respect to the filtration {Ft , t ∈ [0, T ]} if and only if ϕ(t) is independent of
Ft for each t ∈ [0, T ].
The Ayed-Kuo integral is defined for integrands that can be expressed as the
product of an instantly independent process and a {Ft }-adapted stochastic process.
Now we recall its definition as given in [1].
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Definition 5.2. Let {f (t), t ∈ [0, T ]} be a {Ft }-adapted stochastic process and
{ϕ(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} an instantly independent stochastic process with respect to
{Ft , t ∈ [0, T ]}. We define the Ayed-Kuo stochastic integral of f (t)ϕ(t) by

Z

T
∗

f (t)ϕ(t) d Bt := lim

|Πn |→0

0

n
X

f (ti−1 )ϕ(ti ) [B(ti ) − B(ti−1 )]

i=1

in probability, provided that the limit exists, where the Πn ’s are partitions of the
interval [0, T ].
For the Ayed-Kuo integral the initial value problem reads

d∗ S1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 d∗ Bt


σBT − σ 2 T /2
S1 (0) = M 1 +
,
2(µ − ρ)T

(5.1a)
(5.1b)

where d∗ denotes the Ayed-Kuo stochastic integral. This anticipating stochastic differential equation, as the previous two cases, has a unique and explicitly
computable solution [15].
Theorem 5.3. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is

h

E S

(AK)


i
(T ) = M




σ2
σ2
ρT
µT
e + 1−
e
,
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)

for model (2.2a)-(2.2b) and (5.1a)-(5.1b).
Proof. Using the Itô formula for the Ayed-Kuo integral [15] it is possible to solve
problem (5.1a)-(5.1b) explicitly to find






σBT − σ 2 t − σ 2 T /2
σ2
S1 (t) = M 1 +
exp µ −
t + σBt .
2(µ − ρ)T
2

(5.2)
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For the expected wealth at the terminal time we find:
h
i
E S (AK) (T ) = E[S0 (T )] + E[S1 (T )]


σ 2 T /2 − σBT ρT
= E M
e
2(µ − ρ)T
 




σBT − 3σ 2 T /2
σ2
+E M 1 +
exp µ −
T + σBT
2(µ − ρ)T
2
σ 2 T /2 − σ E(BT ) ρT
e
= M
2(µ − ρ)T




σ
σ2
+M
E BT exp µ −
T + σBT
2(µ − ρ)T
2

 



2
3σ
σ2
+M 1 −
E exp µ −
T + σBT
4(µ − ρ)
2
2
σ
= M
eρT
4(µ − ρ)
σ2
eµT
+M
2(µ − ρ)


3σ 2
+M 1 −
eµT
4(µ − ρ)




σ2
σ2
= M
eρT + 1 −
eµT ,
4(µ − ρ)
4(µ − ρ)
where we have used that BT ∼ N (0, T ).



Corollary 5.4. The expected value of the total wealth of the insider at time t = T
is strictly smaller than that of the honest trader, i. e.
h
i
h
i
E S (AK) (T ) < E S (I) (T ) .
The fact that the statements of Theorems 3.2 and 5.3 coincides identically is not
a casuality. This follows from the conjectured equivalence between the HitsudaSkorokhod and the Ayed-Kuo integrals [18], which can be proven in this particular
case.
Proposition 5.5. Formula (5.2) yields the unique solution to initial value problem (3.1a)-(3.1b).
Proof. Initial value problem (3.1a)-(3.1b) is equivalent to
d− S1
S1 (0)

(µ S1 − σ Dt+ S1 ) dt + σ S1 d− Bt


σBT − σ 2 T /2
,
= M 1+
2(µ − ρ)T

=

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

where Dt+ S1 (t) := lims→t+ Ds S1 (t) and Ds S1 (t) denotes the Malliavin derivative
of S1 (t), see [7, 25]. Recalling from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that





σBT − σ 2 T /2
σ2
S1 (t) = M 1 +
 exp µ −
t + σBt ,
2(µ − ρ)T
2
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we can compute
σM
Dt+ S1 (t) =
exp
2(µ − ρ)T




σ2
µ−
t + σBt .
2

(5.4)

Since equation (5.3a) is a Russo-Vallois forward stochastic differential equation
the usual rules of Itô stochastic calculus apply to it. Then it is a simple exercise
to check that formula (5.2) solves initial value problem (5.3a)-(5.3b) with the
substitution (5.4).

Finally, we state a theorem that shows that the expected value of the wealth of
the Ayed-Kuo insider always falls under the expected value of the wealth of the
Russo-Vallois insider.
Theorem 5.6. The respective solutions to the initial value problems
d− S − = µ S − dt + σ S − d− Bt
S − (0) = C(BT ),
and
d∗ S ∗ = µ S ∗ dt + σ S ∗ d∗ Bt
S ∗ (0) = C(BT ),
where C(·) denotes an arbitrary monotonically increasing function that is both nonconstant and continuous, fulfil
E[S ∗ (T )] < E[S − (T )].
Proof. We can compute the explicit solutions using respectively the calculus rules
for the Russo-Vallois integral [7] and the Ayed-Kuo integral [15] to find



σ2
t + σBt ,
S − (t) = C(BT ) exp µ −
2
and



σ2
t + σBt .
µ−
(5.5)
2
Since by monotonicity C(BT − σt) ≤ C(BT ) for all t > 0, with the inequality being
strict for BT taking values in at least some interval of R, we get
S ∗ (t) = C(BT − σt) exp

E[S ∗ (T )]





Z
1
σ2
BT2
=√
C(BT − σT ) exp µ −
T + σBT exp −
dBT
2
2T
2πT R





Z
1
σ2
B2
<√
C(BT ) exp µ −
T + σBT exp − T dBT
2
2T
2πT R
= E[S − (T )].

This result again suggests that the Ayed-Kuo integral underestimates the expected wealth of the insider.
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6. Insider Trading With Full Information
We readdress now the problem in [11]. Contrary to the previous situation, our
trader is now an insider who fully trusts her/his information on the future price
of the stock, but s/he is not allowed to borrow any money. Then denote
dS̄0 = ρ S̄0 dt,
S̄0 (0) = 1,
and
dS̄1 = µ S̄1 dt + σ S̄1 dBt ,
S̄1 (0) = 1.
Under these conditions the insider always bets the most profitable asset, that is
we consider the initial value problems
dS0

= ρ S0 dt,

1{S̄ (T )≤S̄ (T )},

S0 (0)

= M

d∗ S1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 d∗ Bt ,

S1 (0)

= M

1

0

and

1{S̄ (T )>S̄ (T )},
1

0

where M is the total initial wealth of the insider trader. Since this last initial value
problem is another stochastic differential equation subject to an anticipating initial
condition, it cannot be interpreted in the sense of Itô. Both the Hitsuda-Skorokhod
and Russo-Vallois senses of it were analyzed in [11], so herein, as specified in the
notation of the equation, we focus on the Ayed-Kuo sense. Given the equality of
the events
{S̄1 (T ) > S̄0 (T )} = {B(T ) > (ρ − µ + σ 2 /2)T /σ}
and
{S̄1 (T ) ≤ S̄0 (T )} = {B(T ) ≤ (ρ − µ + σ 2 /2)T /σ},
we may rewrite this problem as
d∗ S1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 d∗ Bt

(6.2a)

S1 (0)

= M

(6.2b)

1{B(T )>(ρ−µ+σ /2)T /σ}.
2

We conjecture that the solution of (6.2a) and (6.2b) is given by


S1 (t) = M {B(T )−σt>(ρ−µ+σ2 /2)T /σ} exp (µ − σ 2 /2)t + σB(t) .

1

(6.3)

Our conjecture is based on the fact that for an initial condition that were a continuous function of Brownian motion the results in [15] would apply; in fact, this
solution would be nothing else but a particular case of (5.5). Although it is uncertain to us whether (6.3) is a solution in Ayed-Kuo sense, we may check that it
is a solution to the Hitsuda-Skorokhod initial value problem:
δS1
S1 (0)

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 δBt
= M

1

{B(T )>(ρ−µ+σ 2 /2)T /σ}

(6.4a)
.

(6.4b)
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Given the conjectured equivalence between the Ayed-Kuo and Hitsuda-Skorokhod
integrals [18], which was checked in a particular case in Proposition 5.5, this fact
further supports the present conjecture.
We begin by recalling the result in [4] on the existence and uniqueness of the
solution to stochastic differential equations of the form
δYt = µt Yt dt + σt Yt δBt ,

0 ≤ t ≤ T,

Y0 = η,

(6.5)

with σt ∈ L∞ ([0, 1]), µt ∈ L∞ ([0, 1] × Ω), and η ∈ Lp (Ω), p > 2. Then, the unique
solution of (6.5) is given by the formula

Z t
µs (Us,t ) ds Xt , a. s.,
0 ≤ t ≤ T,
(6.6)
Yt = η(U0,t ) exp
0

with the notation
t

t


ds ,

0 ≤ t ≤ T,

and, for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T , the Girsanov transformation
Z u
Us,t B(u) = B(u) −
[s,t] (r) σr dr,

0 ≤ u ≤ T.

Z
Xt = exp
0

1
σs δBs −
2

0

Z

σs2

0

1

Theorem 6.1. The unique solution of (6.4a) and (6.4b) is (6.3).
Proof. The statement is a particular case of the existence and uniqueness result in [4]. Indeed, taking σs = σ, µs = µ as two constant processes and
η = M 1{B(T )>(ρ−µ+σ2 /2)T /σ} , the different factors in (6.6) become
Z t

µt
e
= exp
bs (Us,t )ds ,
 0

Xt = exp σB(t) − σ 2 t/2 ,
η(U0,t )

= M

1{B(T )−t>(ρ−µ+σ /2)T /σ}.
2

Since


p
E (|η| ) = E(η) = P B(T ) > (ρ − µ + σ 2 /2)T /σ < ∞,
the result follows.


7. Conclusions

In this work we have considered a simplified model of insider trading that allows to directly compare the financial significance of three different anticipating
integrals: the Hitsuda-Skorokhod, the Russo-Vallois, and the Ayed-Kuo stochastic
integrals. In particular, we have established the string of relations:
h
i
h
i
h
i
h
i
E S (HS) (T ) = E S (AK) (T ) < E S (I) (T ) < E S (RV) (T ) ,
where S (HS) (T ), S (RV) (T ), and S (AK) (T ) denote respectively the wealth of a
Hitsuda-Skorokhod, Russo-Vallois, and Ayed-Kuo insider at some future time T ,
while S (I) (T ) denotes the corresponding wealth of an honest trader. This result
shows that, contrary to the Russo-Vallois forward integral, the Hitsuda-Skorokhod
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and the Ayed-Kuo integrals are not well-suited to model (this sort of) insider trading in finance, at least in our limited setting. This is so to the extent that, while
on one hand it always holds that
h
i
h
i
0 < E S (I) (T ) < E S (RV) (T ) ,




on the other hand E S (HS) (T ) and E S (AK) (T ) may even become negative (what
represents the development of a debt) depending on the parameter values. This
result is not present in [11] and it is due to the possibility of borrowing money that
the insider is allowed for in the present work but not in the previous one. This
difference nevertheless highlights the qualitative agreement between the results
in the present work and those in [11]. We recall that the analysis of the AyedKuo integral is new and that it agrees with the Hitsuda-Skorohod integral in this
setting, what leaves the Russo-Vallois forward integral, among these three, as the
natural candidate to model insider trading within the formalism of anticipating
stochastic calculus, at least under our present hypotheses. At this point, we would
like to highlight that our analysis follows from rather restrictive assumptions and
that it would be of interest to extend the present comparison to more general
financial scenarios in order to confirm/correct/broaden these conclusions.
Regarding the noise interpretation dilemma alluded to in the Introduction, we
may highlight an issue that is absent, to the best of our knowledge, in the classical
Itô vs. Stratonovich problem, but rather requires anticipating stochastic calculus.
The solution (6.3) to the Hitsuda-Skorokhod problem (6.4a)-(6.4b) has discontinuous sample paths with finite probability; for another example of this see [4].
However, model (6.4a) and (6.4b) interpreted in the Russo-Valois sense, that is
d− S1

= µ S1 dt + σ S1 d− Bt

S1 (0)

= M

1{B(T )>(ρ−µ+σ /2)T /σ},
2

has a solution [11]
S1 (t) = M

1{B(T )>(ρ−µ+σ /2)T /σ} exp (µ − σ2/2)t + σB(t)
2

with continuous sample paths almost surely. In other words, noise interpretation
in the anticipating setting can change the continuity properties of the sample
paths of the solution. Proving our conjecture on formula (6.3) being the solution
to problem (6.2a)-(6.2b) would show that changing the interpretation from the
Russo-Vallois to the Ayed-Kuo one changes an almost surely t−continuous solution
to a solution that is t−discontinuous with finite probability too.
The mentioned conjecture is the missing step in the triple comparison between
these anticipating stochastic integrals carried out in [11] and herein. Proving or
disproving this conjecture is anyway a first step towards the understanding of noise
interpretation in anticipating stochastic calculus. Its role in different financial
problems as well as other fields of knowledge such as physics or chemistry is still
to be explored.
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